DREAM B

30.25m / 99’3”

SPECIAL FEATURES

THE YACHT

SPECIFICATIONS

• Three level master cabin jacuzzi tub

Built in Turkey by Giant in 2004 and refitted in
2011, the 30.25 metre Dream B is indeed the stuff
of fantasy.

Builder

Giant

Year

2004 (refit 2011)

Beam

6.70m / 22’

Draft

3.2m / 10’6”

Cruising speed

18 knots

Cabins

5 (1 master, 3 doubles, 1 twin)

CREW

6

GUESTS

10

• Sun deck jacuzzi, ideal to enjoy the sun, relax
and admire the scenery
• Best value for money for a five cabin yacht
• Experienced and skilled Captain Kostantinos

“

It is difficult to say in words how much this
voyage meant to us. The entire trip was
amazing because of you all! From the food
and the drinks to the care and attention you
gave to our safety, you shone in everything
you did. Thank you for becoming part of
our family. We wish you safe and enjoyable
journeys always and we will think of you
often on winter days.

”
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A light and airy salon is the last word in elegance,
with a neutral colour scheme designed to calm
the senses which extends to an intimate club-style
dining area.
Her unique wow factor is a three-level master cabin
with an open balustrade leading down to a well
appointed dressing room. Below this, you can find
an impressively generous en suite, complete with
circular jacuzzi bath and shower.
Three further doubles and one twin make this
10 berth yacht an obvious choice for avid cruisers.
Boasting a sun deck jacuzzi, ideally placed to
watch the sunset with an aperitif in hand, and
nautically inspired navy deck furnishings, you will
relax from the moment you step on board.

SUMMER

EAST MEDITERRANEAN

WINTER

EAST MEDITERRANEAN

RATES

FROM €32,000 PW

145

